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Spanish Supreme Court won’t register SORTU

SORTU’s promoters in Madrid with Bill Bowring and Alex Maskey

The 7th February members of the Abertzale Left presented in Bilbao

the statutes of a new political party. This new Party rejected the use or

the treat of use of violence, this rejection included ETA’s violence.

The Party was taken to the register of political parties in Madrid on

the 9th February to become a legal political formation.

The Spanish Governemnt decided not to register Sortu and asked its

legal services (the general Prosecutor and the state’s lawyer) to put the

case in the Supreme Court, as the governmnt understood that this new

Party was a continuation of other illegal political parties.

The Supreme Court (the special 61 court) held a two day hearing on

the case and took the decision not to allow the register of SORTU. The decision was supported by

9 of the 16 members of the Court.

The party can now contest the decision on the Constitutional Court, but given the way the case has

been treated there is no obligation for the Court to rule before the deadline to present candidatures

for elections. Therefore,  this decision means that SORTU won’t be able to contest the next elections,

scheduled for the 22nd May.

Demonstration:

The endorsers of the Gernika Agreement have called for a Demonstration next 2nd April to protest

against this decision under the motto “Normalisation for the Basque Country, Legalisation now!” as

they consider that “Spain is trying to undermine the normailsation and peace process in the Basque

Country”

Sortu, (to create/ to be born)



SNAPSHOT:

Irati Tobar young Basque activist has hold a 2 week long

hunger-strike to denounce the European Arrest Warrants

Members of the International Contact Group presented

Ms Sylvia Casale             Mr Brian Currin              Mr Pierre Hazan             Mr Ray Kendall       Baroness Nuala O´Loan  Mr Alberto Spektorowski

The 14th February the

members of the ICG

were presented in Bilbao. 

New denounces of torture
On 1 March 2011, Beatriz Etxebarria was arrested, together with three other

citizens from Bilbao and Galdakao. Once released from solitary confinement,

she filed a complaint on 6 March stating that she had been tortured in an at-

tempt to make her release information for her police statement. Spanish criminal

procedure law allows for periods of total solitary confinement of five days. A

judge may grant an additional five days of solitary confinement in custody for

persons suspected of belonging to an armed gang or terrorist group and the

competent judge or court can order a maximum of three further days of solitary

confinement if deemed necessary for the investigation being carried out. Adding

this to the two periods mentioned above, a detainee accused of terrorism could

spend up to 13 consecutive days in solitary confinement.

Excerpt from Question for written answer E-002938/2011
By Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) 

and Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE)

According to its Role and Mandate, the ICG promoted by Brian Currin will work to expedite, facilitate

and enable the achievement of political normalization in the Basque Country. Its six members have

a long experience in dealing with peace processes and post-conflict scenarios. They have set up a

web to inform about the group:

http://icgbasque.org

Beatriz Etxeberria

AGENDA:
7th April 15.00 the  Intergroup for Tra-

ditional Minorities, National Commu-

nities and Languages will speak about

the legalisation of SORTU.

Next Friendship meeting scheduled for

3rd May 18.00 details to be confirmed.



The MEPs endorsing the following statement welcome Sortu the “new po-

litical and organizational project” presented 7th February and whose statutes

reject all kind of violence, ETA´s included. Such an announcement takes us

closer to a lasting and sustainable peace in the Basque Country.

We don’t necessarily share the presented political project, but we under-

stand that such a political party has the right to be legal and contest elections

as any other party. We call on the Spanish authorities not to put any additional

barriers.

We understand that for a resolutive dialogue to be set up, all the parties

should take part on equal conditions, and so the Abertzale Left should be le-

galized.

We want to call on all parties to make an effort for the resolution of the con-

flict.  Peace in the Basque Country is peace in the very heart of Europe, and

so we must understand it.

March 2011, Brussels
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François Alfonsi, Corsica,  EFA/Greens
Izaskun Bilbao Barandica, Euskadi, ALDE

José Bové, France, EFA/Greens
Frieda Brepoels, Flandres, EFA/Greens

Bairbre de Brún, Ireland, GUE/NGL
Nikolaos Chountis, Greece, GUE/NGL
Pat the Cope Gallagher, Ireland, ALDE
Catherine Grèze, France, EFA/Greens

Marian Harkin, Ireland, ALDE
Oriol Junqueras, Catalunya, EFA/Greens

Jürgen Klute, Germany, GUE/NGL
Marisa Matias, Portugal, GUE/NGL

Jiří Maštálka, Czech Republic, GUE/NGL
Miloslav Ransdorf, Czech Republic, GUE/NGL
Raül Romeva i Rueda, Catalunya, EFA/Greens

Alyn Smith, Scotland, EFA/Greens
Csaba Sógor, Rumania, EPP

Bart Staes, Flanders, EFA/Greens
Eva-Britt Svensson, Sweden, GUE/NGL

Marie-Christine Vergiat, France, GUE/NGL
Tatjana Ždanoka, Latvian EFA/Greens

Endorsers:

MEP’s support to the legalization of Sortu the new political and
organizational project presented on February 7th




